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2 . fWKMftTTEP 

Steam generators of Pressurized Water Reactors (PwRs) deliver 
a steam-water mixture at the tube bundle outlet having a 
steam content of 20 to 50\ at full load, f.s the steam turbine 
requires better than 99't steam quality in order to operate 
properly, moisture separators and dryers are installed at the 
top of the steam generator (SO. The steam drum is capable of 
eliminating virtually all water from the steam. 

Three separation stages are provided; 
- swirl-vane separators 
- 'jravity separation zone 
- chevron dryers. 
The first generation of steam generators built in France 
(model 51) experienced some moisture problems. As early as 
1976, a large-scale development program was undertaken by 
Framatome, in collaboration with the French Commissariat à 
l'Energie Atomique (CEA) and the' state-owned utility 
Electricité de France (EOF), to enhance design of SG 
separation equipment. The goal of this program was to enhance 
equipment, operating efficiency by improving our understanding 
of separation phenomena. 

This paper presents an overview of the design and testing 
effort engaged within the framework of the separator 
development program, along with a summary of program results 
and forthcoming developments. 



3. SWIRt-VANE MOISTURE SEPARATORS 

3.1. 56- separator 

Model 51 SUS used on French 900 MWe reactors are equipped 
with 56" swirl-vane separators. A number of functional 
anomalies were encountered on SGs of this type installed en 
the first units in the French 900 MWe reactor program (Bugey 
nuclear power station). A series of performance tests were 
launched to remedy these anomalies, They were conducted on 
the EVA test facility, a steam-water loop operating at 30 
bar. These tests identified a number of desirable separator 
design changes, which were subsequently implemented in the 
field. 

Three changes turned out to be particularly effective (see 
fig. U : 
No. 1) Addition of a hydraulic skirt around the main deck, 

and additional drains ard rents, 

No. 2) Provision of a liquid film skimmer at the separator 
stack outlet on the main deck, 

No. 3) Transformation of manways through the deckplate 
into steam relief chimneys. 

Subsequent field measurements revealed that these add-on 
components added considerably to SG efficiency. Fig. 2 plots 
carryover (moisture content at SG outlet, just upstream of 
the flow limiter) as a function of the ratio Q to p , where 
0 is mass steam flow and p is steam specific mass? As can 
bi seen from the graph, carryover was reduced by a factut of 
six. 
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MODEL 51 SG 

Steam drum design changes' 
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FIGURE 2 

MODEL 51 SG 
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3.2. 20' separator 

20" swirl-vane separators (model 001 were installed on a 
number of US steam generators. .Carryover on these SGs 
exceeded or barely met contractual requirements. 
In order to use this model on French 1300 HWe model 68/19 
SGs, an effort was undertaken, starting in 1977, to enhance 
model 00 separator performance. 
A battery of tests were run on several water/air, water/steam 
and freon test loops. The test pro?ram is summarized below. 

TEST 
TEST 
LOOP 

.TEST 
FLUID 

PRESSURE 
(BAR) SCALE 

Visualize flow distribution RAMSES 
WATER 

AIR 
1,00 0,4 

Select optimum model EVA 
WATER 

STEAM 
20 - 35 0,4 

Study effect of fluid var. 
study effect of press, var. 
Study effect of scale var. 

CYCLOPE 
CYCLOPE 
CYCLOPE 

Freon R114 
Freon B114 
Freon R114 

4,2 
9,4 
9,4 

0,4 
0,4 
1,00 



Several new swirl-vane separator designs were evaluated on 
the EVA test loop to determine the optimum design. The 
reengineered separator (model D2.1) exhibited the following 
new features (see figs. 3 and 4): 

- blade le'ading edge redesigned to decrease pressure drop 
- increase in separator outlet stack diameter and length 
- skimmer added to stack orifice 
- increased height between vane and upper rim of the riser. 
Existing water/steam test loops were inadequate for 
full-scale testing of separators at actual SO pressure 
levels. Therefore the effects of variation in fluid type, 
pressure and scale were investigated on the CYCLOPE freon 
test loop (see Appendix 1). 

Freon was selected because of its ability to simulate, at low 
pressures (4.2 and 9.4 bar), water and steam specific mass 
ratios at high pressures (35 and 75 bar, respectively). In 
addition, freon latent heat is approximately 15 times weaker 
than water. 

Subsequent breakdown of test results made it possible to 
establish rules of similitude between different pressures, 
types of fluid and scales, enabling model D2.1 separator 
performance under actual SG operating conditions to -e 
predicted. 

This predicition justified selection of the type D2.1 
separator for use on the model 68/19 SG. Subsequently, it was 
also decided to install this separator on the model 55/19 SG 
utilized on M310 900 MWe reactors (the plant model used in 
French export contracts). 
Measurements taken in early 1985 at Paluel nuclear power 
station, which is equipped with model C8/19 SGs, indicate 
that the enhanced separator design has considerably improved 
SG performance. Carryover at full power does not exceed 0.03* 
(see fig. 5). 

The measurements also served to validate the design and 
testing methods utilized for SG enhancement. 



FIGURE 3 
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FIGURE * 

Model 02.1 moisture separator 
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FIGURE 5 
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3.3. 200 mm separator 

The 200 mm swirl-vane separator was specially developed cor 
the Framatome economizer SG (model 73/19E) designed to equip 
the new French 1450 MWe reactor (N4). 
The objectives of the development program were three-fold: 
- halve discontinuity-related pressure drop across swi.rl-vo.rie 
separators with respect to that in the model (S/19 SG, 

- reduce moisture content at the dryer lnle'. to less than 5\, 
- generate low carryunder. 
The latter requirement is particularly important in model 
7D/19 SG design. High carryunder presents the disadvantage of 
lowering recirculation rates and diminishing heat transfer 
within the economizer section. 
To meet these goals, a new model moisture separator was 
developed. This model differs from the model C2.1 separator 
in the following respects-
- reduced separator diameter 
- two-stage separation 
- no tangential nozzles 
- enhanced vane design 
These design changes were selected after thorough testing at 
the ARGUS, EVA and FREOEGONDE test facilities (see Appendix 
2). The test program is summarized on the following page. 

http://swi.rl-vo.rie
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TEST 
TEST 
LOOP 

TEST 
FLUID 

PRESSURE 
(BAR) SCALE 

1 
' Visualize flow distribution 

Classify model by efficiency 
ARGUS 

I'll 3,2 0,7 

Select optimum model EVA 
WATER 

STEAM 
30,00 1,00 

Study effect of fluid and 
scale variations 

FREDt'GONDE Fréon R114 

4,2 

9,4 
0,42 

Study of pressure variation 
FREDt'GONDE Fréon R114 

4,2 

9,4 
0,42 

The testing procedure employed for the new model swirl-vane 
separator, known as TI 14 (see fig. 6) was similar to that 
utilized for the model 02.1 separator. Tests enabled rules of 
similitude derived from 20" swirl-vane separator testing to 
be adapted to tests an the new model, and performance under 
SG operating conditions to be predicted with appreciable 
accuracy. 

Predicted performance showed that design goals were virtually 
attained: 

- discontinuity-related pressure drop of 99 mbar at (compared 
to 2S3 mbar on model 68/19 SG), 

- moisture content at nominal water level of approximately 7\ 
upstream of dryers, irrespective of separator position 
above tube bundle, 

- carryunder less than 1*. 

Next year, tests will be carried out on 3 full-scale model Tl 
14 separators at the MEGEVE test facility (steam-water 
system, 74 bar) to verify performance under actual steam 
generator operating conditions. 
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3.4. Similitude 

Model TI H and D2.1 separator testina enabled rules of 
similitude between different pressure levels, scales and 
fluid types to be established. Such rules of similitude offer 
considerable advantages for S(j design: 
- freon systems can be used for testing purposes, affording a 
considerable cost savings, 

- separator performance at test pressure can be extrapolated 
to operating pressure conditions at the SG design stage. 

4. GRAVITY SEPARATION 

In the area of the steam drum between the moisture separators 
and the dryers, the heaviest water droplets are not entrained 
by the steam and fall back. This phenomenon Mas studied and 
assessed during tests carried out at the CYCLOPE test loop. 
The upper deck plate drainoff rate was analyzed, enabling a 
correlation to be established between gravity separation 
efficiency and steam velocity. 



5. DRÏERS 

The amount of carryover depends on steam conditions1 at the SG 
dryer inlet: velocity field, efficiency of chevrons and water 
drainage system capability. 

Each of these factors has been examined in depth by Ftamatome 
engineers. 

5.1. Inlet steam velocity 

3team velocity at the dryer inlet «as studied during 
single-phase tests carried out to investigate model 51, 68/19 
and 73/19E SG dryer behavior. Studies related to the first 
two models were performed at the ECOSSE test facility; 
investigations concerning the model 73/19E SG were carried 
out on the ECOGEN test loop. SG engineers now know the 
precise distribution of steam flow at each SG dryer. 

5.2. Chevron efficienv 

Two series of tests were performed at EDF's GENNEVILLIERS 
test facility to assess chevron efficiency of SG dryers. 
-'This test loop is a fui* scale, Uùtcr/suc^r^tâd stents system 
operating between 6 and 12 bar. I 

The first series of tests was run on front-end feed dryers. 
These tests enabled a rule of similitude to be established 
for variation in fluid pressure. This rule shows that, for a 
given dryer inlet moisture content and a given pV , dryer 
outlet moisture content is independent of pressure, provided 
that the pressure range is not too wide. 

The second test campaign investigated behaviour of the 
star-type dryer (fig. 7) developed specially by Franatome for 
its 73/19E and 55/19 model SGs. 



È 
The test model was a full-scale mockup representing one-half 
of a radial dryer and one-half of a peripheral dryer unit in 
such a way that operating environment and inlet steam 
velocity field could be faithfully reproduced. 

Tests showed that separation efficiency was significantly 
lower than the values obtained in the first series of tests. 
This problem was corrected by installing expanded metal 
plates at- .he dryer inlet. 
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FIGURE 7 

Star dryer 

6 
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guinaae system 

The water droplets separated out by each dryer are recovered 
in a drip tray situated at the font of the dryer staqe. 
Drainage capacity must be adequate to prevent the drip ttay 
from spilling over. Otherwise, drainoff would be entrained 
towards the SG outlet nozzle. 

T\. leduce risk of spillover, fhe number of drainage pipes 
used on the original model 51 SU steam drum upper stage was 
increased (see change 4, fig, 1). 
Hydraulic tests were run on b".th Framatome sus developed 
subsequent to model 51 (i.e. G8/19 and 73/19) in order to 
verify drainage system design. These tests were performed at 
the 3FIDE3 and LIDO test facilities, respectively. 

TVsr.s performed on model 71/19 also served to validate the 
calculation program used in modeling SG 73/19 type drainage 
system drip pans (pans of trapezoidal section, with no 
obstruction to flow, drained hy pipes taken off the pan 



6. RESULTS OF THE PROGRAM - FUTURE PROSPECTS 

To summarize, the work undertaken within the scope of 
Framatome's ongoing SC separator development program has led 
to a number of significant breakthroughs in separation 
equipment design: 
. Redesign of the original model SI SG separators has enabled 
carryover to be reduced by a factor o£ 6, from 0.254 (the 
contractual limit) to 0.04%. 

. A new separator (02.1) has been developed for the model 
68/19 SC used on 1300 MWe power stations. Measurements at 
the Faluel nuclear power station indicate that this 
separator can cut carryover levels to at least 0.03%. 

. An additional separator (TI 14) has been engineered for the 
model 73/19 SC to be installed in the new generation of NI 
11q50 MWe) reactors. New star dryers were also developed 
for 'his 3G model. 

In addition to these design improvements, our overall 
understanding of SG separator and dryer behaviour has been 
significantly enhanced. Rules of siailitude have been 
established for separators which will henceforth make it 
possible to predict the trend of efficiency variation 
subsequent to certain design modifications. Similarly, 
efficiency curves have been determined for SG dryers, and 
drainage system calculation programs validated. 

The Framatooe separator development program is presently 
being oriented in two directions: 
. reduction of dryer stage size and optimization of chevron 
height and depth 

. development of a low-pressure-drop 20* swirl-vane 
separator. 
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CYC L OH 
STEAM GENERATOR MOISTURE SEPARATOR AND DRIER 
PERFORMANCE STUDIES 

CVCLOPE is designed fcr study of a 20 Sv.-iri vane moisture separator and associated 
drier, in the gecmetry ot type 68-19 S.G with water recirculation, as used in French 
1.300 MWe power piants. with various stearr pressures ano Hows, recirculation ratios. 
ana water levels. 

A 6B-19 S.G. has eighteen 20" separators. CYCLOPE uses Freon 114 to simuiat-e 
water-steam flews thereby 'educing experimental constraints as against water-steam 
teyiing 

Testing is performed at scales 2:5 labsolute similitude) and 1 :1 (approximate 
similitude). 

O P E R A T I N G C H A R A C T E R I S T I C S 
• fluid .freon 114. 
- thermal power : 8 MW : 
- liquid freon flow : 21 to 380 kg's . 
• vaporised freon flow : 5 to 50 kg/s : 
- operating temperature. 40 to 95°C : 
• operating pressure : 3.5 to 13 bar. 

The facility includes the Ireon loop, pressurized hot water ana steam circuits, and 
auxiliary circuits (nitrogen, compressed air. etc.). 
The freon loop includes a vessel -ontaining the tested separator-drier, a freon 
condenser and storage tank, and a p*.mp. 

The pressurized hot water (9 bar. 70 to 140*C. and max. 270 m''h) is used to vaporize 
the freon. 
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STUDY OF THERMAL-HYDRAULIC PHENOMENA AT THE 
SECONDARY SIDE OF STEAM GENERATORS 

FREDEGONDE is designed lor study of recirculation ratios arc secondary side flow 
stability in natural recirculation steam generators pait'Cuiary !he> nee 6Sil9 used m 
Frencn l 30C H We PWB po*er plants. 

The facility, has a primary hot water loop at up to tOO'C a"u' 6 Par plus a ' rern 1 u 
secondary loop tor simulation of two-phase iivatrr'Sipiirri flow at lower temperature 
and pressure than with vvater*steam. 

Dri-Tiûry-:p.sccondarv p-eai exchange occurs .r. ; 
simulates a natural r e c u s a t i o n S G. 

MERCEDES" !e>i seci:cr\ .VPK 

RATED OPERATING CHARACTERISTICS 

PRIMARY LOOP 
p ! i ) i t : -.vatcrr 

Temp ;%i «nitii 10 lest section 79'C 
Tomp at ou:let Uom test section 35""C 
Ftc-araie 17 m .h 
P'«ss«-re 6l3?.r 

MERCEDES TEST SECTION 
Tube bundle 50 tubes 
Tube 0 0 8 mm 
Tulv? wail thickness 1 mm 
Tube pitch equate tninclp' 11 52 mm 
Kea(M?xclunitfaie:i 12.£7 m 

Scales twersu? S G. 6S 19> are 0 05 ••* frù'Çtn <>.IMI : D:'J 
sections. 

Mcrco-los is t'ijuippoJ to separate hot .v.;.! col;] •'.•>.•,: 
tetuMilic;^. .HKI v.«\ the rccucuiatio'i r. ••;. 

SECONDARY LOOP 
F'u.;: <-r--: • • • £ 
Te n o .it iPieiio :<?st S P C ; : C 59'C 
Tenir atoti i letironï :e»isoc:!-:c 73 C 
FlCTA'iïiD r "' m h 
Pressée Ocâi 



TEST PROGRAM 
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